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Abstract: The most closely watched stage of life is childhood to protect children from physical, sexual, and 

moral damage, maintain "normal" growth, and foster intelligence, educability, and emotional stability laws, 

studies, initiatives, and actions safeguard children. Adolescent offender control via indirect, coercive, or 

voluntary means. Society and the state must protect helpless children to grow and contribute. Children are a 

nation's future; care for them. India has many street children that are abused and delivered unpaid. Social 

relevance of child development Socially protected children are weakest minors abused by criminals abandoned 

children perform antisocial games Despite safety concerns, adolescent misbehavior affects all ages. The 

dictionary describes adolescent delinquency as "failure in or lack of accountability," "fault," or "criminal." 

Any error is kid delinquency "crime." Unrestrained antisocial movements, family desertions, and undetected 

delinquency raise crime, social, and legal issues. Crime is delinquency. Forcefully encouraging teenage 

misconduct is uncertain since legal and moral standards differ by nation. Professor Bela Dutta Gupta 

accurately identifies countries that institutionalize a behavioral style but not US delinquency. Egyptian priests 

declared, "Our Earth has degraded in these later days." Environmental harm by rebellious kids "Socrates was 

assaulted 2000 years ago. It was noticed, "Sometimes delinquency is evaluated elsewhere or handled. Young 

people are materialistic, oppose authority, and talk quickly. Kids' delinquency 19th century New York 

American Committee linked "juvenile delinquency" to homelessness and poverty. If juvenile delinquency was 

broadly defined, the state might help parents keep their children out of poverty and prostitution. Europe 

considers "juvenile delinquency" child delinquency, unlike the US. Kids commit crimes. 

Keywords: child, children, juvenile, Delinquency, abuse, International 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

The beacon light phase started with the worldwide declaration pushing governments to implement core-

principles legislation analyze the country's history through the child's eyes to understand how he was treated 

and what made him a juvenile delinquent. According to international children's horoscopes, many criminal 

justice systems see success as elegance and failure as growth. Delinquency is hard to estimate since nations 

assess it differently. In the 1990s, most nations saved youths, US crime grew in Western Europe, one of the 

few locations with data, and juvenile delinquent convictions rose 50% between the mid-1980s and the late 

1990s. Eastern European and Commonwealth of Independent States youth crime has increased 30% since 

1995. Both booze and narcotics cause crime. Social and economic difficulties in Europe exacerbated Eastern 

and Western crime in the late 1990s and early 2000s.Industrialization in Africa, Asia, and Latin America 

causes peaceful, economic adolescent misbehavior. Rich Arab nations commit more crimes.  
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In 1992–2000, the 2003 World Youth Report predicted 150 million problematic youth. Most people think 

delinquent youngsters are bad, yet the UNODC can't classify them. ALL juvenile and adult offenders are 

delinquent, says UNODC. In nations lacking primary caregivers or basic monitoring, care, and safety, social 

workers retain disobedient children. Social scientists and laypeople think teenage misbehavior is mostly 

American, yet it spread worldwide after WWII. US teens and adults commit less crimes overseas. Reasons like 

social unrest enhance US crime. Even though US juvenile misbehavior theory and research are unique, we will 

examine global formulations that relate social complexity and prosperity to delinquency. Youth breaking has 

grown in Belgium, Canada, Japan, Russia, and the US, say Gibbens and Ahrenfeldt. Social disintegration and 

civilizational complexity generate global crime. Industry, modernization, and urbanization increase crime. 

Ruth Cavan and Jordan researched social complexity. India, Russia, England, Mexico, and eight European 

countries tracked Eskimos' teenage criminality. Teenage Eskimos' vices differ. Jackson believes economic 

riches and other factors exacerbate the socio-cultural divide between teenagers and adults in industrialized 

countries. Hope you succeed, "People steal because they are jealous, not hungry" in emerging civilizations. 

Post-war Japanese wealth was criminal. Young people committed more crimes between 1955 and 1964. 

Japan-based designer Hideo Fujiki Japanese juvenile offenders increased somewhat between 1953 and 1958. 

Youth were arrested more than poor, successful youth. 

2. INTERNATIONAL DECLARATIONS AND CONVENTIONS ON JUVENILE 

Built on the signed “Bliss Copy,” Abraham Lincoln, the sixteenth US president, said in his Gettysburg address 

that four scores and seven years ago our forefathers founded a fledgling nation based on liberty and equality. 

April 8, 1864, the Senate passed the thirteenth amendment, abolishing slavery and involuntary servitude in 

America and untouchability in India under Article seventeen of the Constitution. Their elimination promoted 

societal tolerance. Slavery, untouchability, and child intolerance are similar. fading of paternal love. Social 

scientists recommend focusing on child care and protection to safeguard the world's future. Children are 

lively, hopeful, fragile, and dependant. Peaceful and cheerful should be their life. Depriving children of 

happiness is a crime against humanity. Children's poet Gabriel Mistral claimed this clarion cry stressed the 

need to fix issues before saturation. It inspired the global community to participate. 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948 

Resolution 217A (III) of the General Assembly proclaimed this on December 10, 1948. This Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights is a common standard of achievement for all people and nations, so individuals 

and organs of society shall strive by teaching and education to promote respect for those rights and freedoms 

and by progressive measures, national and international, to secure their universal and effective recognition and 

observance, both among This UDHR comprises 30 articles. Every Article is significant, but 1 and 25(2) have 

special significance. 

Article 1: All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and 

conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood. 

Article 25(2): Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. 

European Convention for Protection of Human Rights, 1950 

Article 14 says, “The enjoyment of rights and freedoms set forth in this convention shall be secured without 

discrimination on any ground such as sex, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or 

social origin, association with a national minority property, birth or other states”. This Article, in fact, speaks 

of dignity of life and respect for it thereto. 

General Assembly Resolution 1386 XIV, was proclaimed by General Assembly of the United Nations on 20 

November 1959 which speaks of declaration of the Rights of the child. Principle-1 of the said Declaration 

says:- 

“The child shall enjoy all the rights set forth in this declaration. Every child without any exception what-so-

ever, shall be entitled to these rights, without distinction or discrimination on account of race, colour, sex, 

language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status, whether 

of himself or of his family.” 
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International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 1966 
 

This covenant has 31 articles, and article 10(3) specifies that "particular measures of protection and aid shall 

be adopted on behalf of all children and young people without any discrimination for grounds of parentage, or 

other circumstances." Child and youth should be shielded from social and economic explanations. Child labor 

that harms morality, health, life, or development should be illegal. States should likewise ban and penalize 

paid child labor below certain limits.” 

 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 1966 
 

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 1966 contains 53 Articles. Though every article 

speaks of civil and political rights of everyone but Articles 10(2)(b), 23(4) and 24 deal specifically with 

children and these Articles need to be maintained. 

Article 10(2)(b): “Accused juvenile persons shall be separated from adults and brought as speedily as possible 

for adjudication.” 

Article 14(4) provides that the trial procedures for juveniles should take in the account the age of juveniles and 

the desirability of promoting their rehabilitation these provisions are however very limited as they only focus 

on narrow and specific aspects of juvenile justice. 

Article 23(4): “States The covenant's parties must guarantee spouses' rights and obligations are equal 

throughout and after marriage. Children must be protected in the event of divorce.” 

Article 24(1): Every child has the right to family, community, and state protection as needed by his position as 

a minor, without discrimination based on race, color, sex, religion, national or social origins, property, or birth. 

(2) Every child shall be registered immediately after birth and shall have a name. 
 

(3) Every child has a right to acquire nationality. 

 

Convention of the Rights of the Child, 1989 
 

This convention has 54 Articles, each devoted to a different component of the child and entrenched in this 

convention to be cared for and preserved. Article 3 and 20 must be specified.: 

Article 3(1): The best interest of the child must be considered in all child-related acts by public or private 

social welfare organizations, courts, administrative authorities, or legislative bodies. 

 

The Beijing Rules, 1985 
 

The Beijing standards advise states to safeguard children's rights and needs while creating specialized juvenile 

justice systems. They were the first international legal instruments to specify child rights and child 

development-based juvenile justice standards. These regulations aim to create a progressive justice system for 

law-breaking youth. These guidelines follow the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, International Covenant on Economy, Social, and Cultural Rights, and 

other international Human Rights instruments relevant to youth rights. There are 30 rules the Beijing Rules 

address the juvenile justice processes in six components these six pieces are below.: 

i) General Principles (Rules 1 to 9); 
 

ii) Investigation and prosecution (Rules 10-13); 
 

iii) Adjudication and Disposition (Rules 14-22); 
 

iv) Non-Industrial Treatment (Rule 23); 
 

v) Institutional Treatment (Rules 26-29); and 
 

vi) Research, Planning, Policy Formulation and Evaluation (Rule 30). 
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Rule 5 of the Beijing Rules specifies that juvenile justice should focus juvenile well-being and react to their 

circumstances and offenses. To encourage crime-free personal development and education, member States 

must provide youth a meaningful communal life when they are most likely to act out. To protect children and 

sustain peace, juvenile justice should be part of each nation's development process as part of a holistic social 

justice framework for all juveniles. Due to each member state's economic, social, and cultural limits on 

juvenile rights, these Rules will incorporate crucial procedural safeguards. The juvenile's privacy should 

always be maintained to prevent overexposure or labeling. No minor offender information will be disclosed. 

Children on trial should be housed in a separate facility or division of an adult institution and have UN 

minimum requirements for prisoner treatment rights and assurances. Youth in custody must get care, 

protection, and all necessary social, educational, vocational, psychological, medical, and physical help 

depending on their age, sex, and personality. Police officers who work with minors or prevent juvenile crime 

must also be trained. At all stages of rehabilitation, Part IV of the Beijing Rules stipulates housing, education 

or vocational training, employment, or other helpful and practical assistance for juveniles. 

The Riyadh Guidelines 

The 1990 UN Guidelines for Juvenile Delinquency Prevention (Riyadh Guidelines) were approved. 

Recognizing the need to develop national, regional, and international approaches and strategies for the 

prevention of juvenile delinquency and affirming that every child has basic human rights, including access to 

free education, and mindful of the large number of young people who may or may not be in conflict with the 

law but are abandoned, neglected, abused, exposed to drug abuse, and in marginal circumstances and at social 

risk, its 66 essential principles they should not be socialized or controlled. The guidelines mainly focus on 

early protection and preventive intervention paying particular attention in situation of “social risk”. The term 

denotes children who are demonstrably endangered and in need of non-punitive measures because of the 

effects of their circumstances and situations on health, safety, and education as determined by a competent 

authority the Riyadh Guidelines mainly intend to help, socialize and integrate children through the family and 

active involvement and support of the community. At the same time, it also recommend that the children 

should use schools as resource and referral centres for the provision of counselling, particularly for children 

with special needs and for the dissemination of information on the prevention of drug, alcohol, and substance 

abuse. 

Vienna Guidelines, 1997 

The United Nations Resolution, also known as the "Vienna Guidelines," provides an overview of information 

received from governments about how juvenile justice is administered in their countries, with a focus on their 

participation in developing national action plans to promote the effective application of international rules and 

standards in juvenile justice.In February 1997, a gathering of specialists in Vienna created a draft program of 

action on children in the "criminal justice system" based on the Riyadh Guidelines, the Beijing rules, and the 

United Nations regulations for the Protection of Juvenile Deprived of Liberty (1990), known as JDL Rules. 

The United Nations Guidelines on Justice Matters Involving Child Victims and Witness of Crime, 2005 

The Economic and Social Council accepted these regulations in Resolution 2005/20 on 22-07-2005 to 

implement General Assembly Resolution 44/25. The instructions are in XV Parts. Covered are divorce, 

adoption, child protection, mental health, citizenship, immigration, and refugee laws progress is allowed but 

not complete. Since the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights and 1989 final convention on the Rights 

of the Child, child welfare has been a global problem. Other treaties protect children, including the 1959, 

Declaration of the Rights of the Child, International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights,1966 

UNICEF organized a 1990 World Summit despite earlier attempts. The first major global effort to implement 

the Convention on the Rights of the Child was this Summit on September 30, 1990.The Summit issued a 

"Survival, Protection, and Development of Children" proclamation and plan. Children gained hope and 

sectoral targets to execute the World Declaration at the World Summit. Underprivileged, disadvantaged, 

ignored, abandoned, and exploited children endure despite hundreds of laws, conventions, declarations, plans, 

programs, etc. 
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3. INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS ON JUVENILES 
 

International child welfare is a serious issue. The UN General Assembly established UNICEF in 1946 to help 

European children after World War II. It joined the UN permanently in 1953. It provides services and supplies 

and shapes policy and finances to defend children's rights. Government, NGOs, UN Agencies, and businesses 

interact. The UNCRC article 40 draft is its unmatched Constitution. The main aims and objectives of UNICEF 

programmes are to: 

1. Advocate revision and enforcement of legislation to prohibit child labour particularly in hazardous 

industries; 

2. Assist Central and State Government for an action plan for the withdrawal and rehabilitation of child 

labour; 

3. Strengthen alliance between NGO‟s, media, industry and legal set up for social mobilization in 

support of child labour. 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 

Through its education program, UNESCO provides money and technical help for children in challenging 

situations. UNESCO has been assisting street and working children in India since the 1990 World Conference 

on "Education for All" in Jomtien and the World Declaration on the same.  

UNOSCO helps coordinate national, regional, and international policy planning to guarantee that all children, 

especially females and minorities, have access to and finish compulsory primary education the World Bank 

and UNDP also sponsor educational programs. 

International Labour Organization (ILO) 
 

The International Labour Organisation defined “worst kinds of child labour” broadly: 

(a) All types of slavery or comparable practices, such as child trafficking, debt bondage, serfdom, and 

forced or involuntary labor, including enlisting minors for armed warfare.: 

(b) The use, procuring or offering of a child for prostitution, for the production of pornography, or for 

pornographic performance; 

(c) The use, procuring or offering of a child for illicit activities, in particular , for the production and 

trafficking of drugs as defined in the relevant international treaties; and 

(d) Work which by its nature or the circumstances in which it is carried out is likely to harm the health, 

safety or morals of the children. 

According to ILO 182, child laborers, like other workers, require controlled mechanisms to prevent abuse. The 

UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and other conventions help end street child abuse and neglect. 

Effective and practical enforcement measures are needed to make these symbolic papers more meaningful and 

change street children's lives. India signed the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child in 1992. The 

Committee on the Rights of the Child and other UN institutions must assist child-abusing states improve. 

Street kid organizations need financial and political support to improve their lives. Due to the Convention's 

relevance and lofty aims, enhancing the international process, disciplining violators, and improving street 

children's lives are essential children must be included in state development to benefit current and future 

generations. 

The European Convention on the Exercise of Children's Rights' preamble mentions Article 4 of the UN 

Treaties on the Rights of the Child, which requires State Parties to implement the conventions' rights by law, 

administration, and other means. The conference approved 26 Articles in five chapters. Article 1 matters.: 

Article 1(1): This convention shall apply to children who have not reached the age of 18 years. 

Article 1(2): The object of the present convention is, in the best interest of the children, to promote their rights. 

Article 1(6): Nothing in this convention shall prevent parties from applying rules more favourable to the 

promotion and the exercise of Children’s Rights. 
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The Hague Conference on Private International Law (1996) 

The Hague Conference on Private International Law (1996) stipulates in Article 2 that the convention applies 

to children from the moment of their birth until they reach the age of 18 years. These two instruments clearly 

signify that whatever is the best must be done for the children. It clearly indicates that the future of the nation 

is on the shoulders of the children and let these shoulders be robust and healthy and the State must look to it 

very seriously, otherwise it will be too late law is there to give the required push. It will have its soothing 

effect if implemented in the right earnestness. Law will bring change in the attitude. But the courts and the 

society, each has to play its role. Law alone is not that compelling and potent force. Let us do it early as the 

time is too short.  

 
 

4. JUVENILE DELINQUENT & LAW IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES 
 

In delinquency, kids worldwide behave similarly. Demography and delinquency are comparable, even if other 

nations' social, political, and economic issues are harsher and more catastrophic. In places without conflict, 

famine, or disaster, delinquency is common and westernized adolescents may be a natural byproduct of 

modernization. The UN Guidelines for the Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency (1990) state that “Youthful 

behavior that deviates from societal standards and ideals is typically part of development and growth and 

usually disappears spontaneously as people mature.” Globally, delinquency is normalizing. Most youngsters 

commit minor offenses throughout their childhood, but they seldom become lifelong criminals delinquency 

and criminality in the US are gendered. According to worldwide police figures, boys had double the 

delinquency rate of females the ratio of male juvenile suspects to 100,000 members of the targeted age group 

is more than six, while the ratio for children is 12.5 to 1. (UN, 2003). Many explanations exist. Families 

control girls more than boys cultural beliefs make society less tolerant of young women's misbehavior than 

young men. In patriarchal societies, aggression and violence mold masculinity and sexuality to reinforce men's 

dominance. Delinquency is common in adolescents, although minors frequently form organized criminal 

gangs. Subcultural communities of like-minded youngsters help many kids worldwide commit crimes as 

adults. Global research show kids perpetrate two-thirds of delinquency. Larger and more populated nations are 

more affected. Consider Russian data: Three to four times more child delinquency than adult criminality. 

Juvenile group crime is highest among 14-year-olds and lowest among 17. The 2003 World Youth Report 

shows that adolescents share traits. Raped, robbed, and stolen have greater rates than other violent crimes 

(United Nations, 2003). The research argues that adolescent peer groups are hierarchical, cohesive, and reject 

adult ideals and experience. Subcultural youth group activities are seldom discussed kids integrate class-based 

entertainment sector ideals with family or local values these studies show that peer groups influence 

delinquent and pro-social teenage behavior. Like conventional peer networks, deviant subcultures aid kids 

with social concerns. These organizations have their own norms, including drinking, drugs, risk-taking, and 

violence. Some cultures use violence to resolve conflicts. Environment influences delinquency. 

 Juvenile Justice System in United States 
 

About 100 years ago, US juvenile justice existed. Juvenile criminals are protected from adult offenders by 

social welfare monitoring and rehabilitation. The 1960s saw dramatic juvenile justice policy changes that 

weakened its core values. In America, juvenile justice is the main system for minor offenders. Police, courts, 

and prisons rehabilitate juvenile criminals. Children and parents suffer many effects. Youth justice argues 

early delinquency prevention reduces adult criminality like adults. The US juvenile justice system has 

changed. American courts punish children like adults, not rehabilitate them. Teens' criminal justice 

constitutional rights are great. Baby growth is discouraged. As crime rates fall, cost-effective juvenile justice 

that emphasizes rehabilitation will be needed, especially in wealthier countries like the US. Everyone knows 

the US has the highest delinquency rate. One in four of the 75 million US teens in 2013 may be juvenile 

offenders. 74.5 million US teens were sexually abused in 2009, up two million from 2007. Youth population 

will rise in the US until 2015. Government child and family statistics predict 101.6 million teenagers by 2050. 

Population growth increased adolescent delinquency. Children 0-5, 6–11, and 12–17 had comparable ages in 

2009. According to the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention in 2009, 57% of teens were 

white, 10% black, 1% American Indian, 5% Asian, and 22% Hispanic. Ciril Burt says underprivileged kids 

misbehave because they can't access medical care. Ethnicity and lifestyle affect child poverty.  

Three times more Black and Hispanic children lived in poverty in 2009 than White youngsters. 40 percent of 
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impoverished children were raised by single parents in 2010, 43 percent by single mothers, 22 percent by 

single fathers, and 43 percent by abandoned children. Demographics affect juvenile delinquency, and fewer 

parents increase poverty. 

Juvenile Justice System in United Kingdom 

English criminal justice administrators seek to address adolescent misbehavior outside of criminal legislation. 

Though the subject has garnered national attention, many reformists believe that teenage misbehavior is 

temporary and will diminish as they become older, thus they should be treated differently. Inspired by this, 

English panel reformists changed how young criminals were treated in the UK. 70 English juvenile courts 

were founded by the 1908 Children Act. These courts were less public, formal, and powerful than others. The 

accused or minor witnesses' identities were not to be revealed, nor could photographs be published. 

Guardianship of the kid guided juvenile court proceedings.The courts' main responsibility was to care for and 

protect the child or young offender, remove him from bad situations, and provide for his education and 

training. The 1933 Children and Young Offender Act gave juvenile courts civil authority in critical cases in 

addition to criminal jurisdiction. Section 50 of the Act reads, “It must be clearly inferred that no child under 

the age of 10 years may be guilty of any offence.” In the criminal justice system, "child" refers to those under 

14 years old, while "young person" refers to those between 14 and 18 years old. Under the Children Acts 1989 

and 2004, a "child" is defined as someone under 18 years old. The main goal of juvenile justice is “to avoid 

offending by children and young persons.” The juvenile courts' trial of children and adolescents might have 

two effects: 

1. He could be allowed to return to his home on being discharge, fined or on an undertaking of 

attendance at the attendance centre. 

2. Another mode of treatment of young offenders was to remove him from his home to a correctional 

institution or a brostal. 

The 1933 Children and Young Person Act established Remand facilities in England for children and young 

offenders. The juvenile court trials of children and teenagers under 17 were monitored at these homes. The 

1938 English Criminal Justice Bill advocated similar provisions for 17–21-year-olds. The 2nd war prevented 

the law from passing. Remand houses offered young adult offenders with some protection under the Criminal 

Justice Act, 1948. The Criminal Justice Act 1982 liberalized juvenile law in the U.K. 

Juvenile Justice System in Pakistan 

Pakistan has high juvenile delinquency, like others. National social, economic, and cultural factors impact 

adolescent crime. Parental control and peer group membership, particularly antisocial peer groups when 

adolescents are unattended, predict juvenile delinquency the most. Low education and social level might 

induce crime. High serotonin causes dread, irritability, poor self-regulation, and low resting rate. Siblings who 

commit crimes may impact their children. Many adolescents in Pakistan are imprisoned for their misdeeds. 

Society, social groupings, and organizations drive adolescent criminality. Career choices and adolescent 

criminality should be addressed by the government. Juvenile justice policy needs improvement. Individual, 

group, and organizational actions may curb adolescent misbehavior and educate families and communities. 

Pakistani juvenile justice tackles child charges. Seven years is Pakistan's criminal responsibility age. The 2012 

SPARC report found 1500–2000 under-18s in prison in Pakistan. 75 This figure excludes hundreds of 

unidentifiable trials. According to Anees Jillani, the low age of criminal responsibility, seven years under 

section 82 of the Pakistan Penal Code 1860, leads to the large proportion of juvenile criminals (No XLV) The 

Pakistan Penal Code's Section 83 stipulates that nothing is a crime if a child between 7 and 12 is too young to 

understand the consequences of their conduct.  

Street children in Pakistan are rising. Several street youngsters support their families. 3/10 Pakistani 5-9-year-

olds don't go to school, and 3/5 never have. Gypsy street kids are the most vulnerable, rejected, and 

disregarded. The Pakistani Constitution and government legislation provide children education, protection, 

and fair and humane work, notwithstanding limited enforcement. Street children in Pakistan get basic 

education, particularly for females, primary health, population welfare, rural water, and sanitation under the 

1992-1993 Social Action Programme. The second phase (1997–2002) progressed education through middle 

school and recognized non-formal education's significance in literacy and education. The National Child 

Policy and Plan of Action is also important.It includes the government and civil society in creating a 

comprehensive strategy and holistic actions that all stakeholders and child-serving actors endorse. Pakistan 

finally adopts EFA National Plan of Action (education for all). Long-term macroeconomic and sectoral 

development is planned. All education fields prioritize poverty alleviation and human development. Pakistan 
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still has street children despite development. Major EFA problems include early primary school exit and class 

retention for more than a year. Recently, "madrasas" have grown, training youths to be more prone to 

terrorism than respectable adults, causing police friction. 

Sri Lankan Juvenile Justice System 

    For justice administration The Sri Lankan Children and Young Persons Ordinance (1939) defines "child" as 

under 14 and "young person" as 14–16. This Ordinance allows juvenile courts to consider accusations against 

children and juveniles save for murder, culpable homicide, attempt to kill, and robbery. A Children's 

Magistrate must rule over Juvenile Courts elsewhere. If the offense is indictable, the Children's Magistrate 

must simplify. Juvenile or higher courts may prosecute the offender. When dealing with convicted offenders, 

the Juvenile Court must examine probation officer reports and other circumstances. Teens should be separated 

from adults. Unbailed kids are held by certified personnel or detention homes. Not imprisoned. Juvenile 

criminals' parents must attend court when possible. Probation officers must evaluate a young criminal's family, 

education, health, and character before charging them. Sri Lanka's tsunami and civil conflict in December 

2004 created thousands of street children. After ratifying the UN convention on the rights of the child in 1991, 

Sri Lanka created the "National Child Protection Act" in 1998 to protect its children. The 1996 "National Plan 

of Action" and "Street Children Network" for kids. 

Juvenile Justice System in Bangladesh 

Youth criminality exists in Bangladesh. Bangladesh signed the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. It 

established the National Plan of Action for Children from 1997 to 2002 to address child labor and street 

children. The "Suppression of Violence Against Women and Children Act, 2000" and "Sexual Abuse and 

Exploitation of Children and Trafficking Act, 2000" terminated the abuse. The Ministry of Social Welfare 

operates UNDP (UNDP). Street kids may utilize "ARISE" gadgets to improve their environment. Due to 

implementation or resource issues, street children are growing. 81 Juvenile arrogance, violence, and 

lawlessness increase crime. Country's social, economic, and cultural characteristics determine juvenile 

offending severity. Environmental, climatic, and industrial advancement are indirectly impacted by peers. 

Urbanization Media, entertainment, marriage, quick modernity, and legality. Youthful misbehavior differs for 

such ladies. Boys dislike girls who steal, pickpocket, gamble, tease, or swear. Juvenile justice justifies 

criminality. Important because of its sophisticated approach to assisting children instead than punishing them. 

The new juvenile justice system would focus on crime rather than offender, have a distinct trial process, and 

be family-friendly. Bengal Prisons Act of 1894 created distinct courts for kids and adults, defining juvenile 

justice in Bangladesh. The School Act of 1897 defined reformation, and the 1898 Code of Criminal Procedure 

enables juvenile court procedures.  

 

The 1922 Bengal Children Act unified child custody, protection, trial, and treatment laws; the 1974 Children 

Act limits juvenile courts' procedural and substantive jurisdiction and prohibits adults even if they committed 

the crime jointly. 

Juvenile Justice System in Nepal 

In Nepal, families are the ones that deal with all juvenile offenders initially. The panchayat and head of a tiny 

rural area were brutally punished. Without respect for their rights, delinquents were abused. Little changes 

were later made to the juvenile justice system. The lives of juvenile offenders have been enhanced by juvenile 

justice provisions and procedure. A kid under the age of 18 is referred to as a juvenile, and they are at a crucial 

stage in their development when they may be positive and behave nicely if they are taught or shown beautiful 

things. Due to the sensitivity of their circumstances and their age, deviants handled with care and sent to 

correctional homes or good works instead of jail if their upbringing lacked care and support may rebel or act 

differently, breaching norms, traditions, and values. The criminal justice system has long relied on juvenile 

justice. Modern thought differs. Youth justice is often considered separate from criminal justice, which 

requires punitive measures. A juvenile who breaks the law but does not intend to commit a crime has 

negatively challenged the law. Multiple perspectives are needed for juvenile justice administration. The 

present juvenile justice system helps kids understand their acts' repercussions. Education, rehabilitation, and 

family or social reintegration are carefully protected. Institutions, procedures, and outcomes in juvenile justice 

must be responsible and psychologically healthy. A child is not investigated, prosecuted, or adjudicated like an 

adult. When kids in trouble with the law confront the criminal court system, diversion is needed. Children who 

transgress the law should be reintegrated into society without shame. Since there is no clear definition of 

"street children" in Nepal, the government has not taken any sufficient actions to secure their welfare. Juvenile 

justice holds that the child should be regarded as a person who requires special care, affection, protection, and 

therapy to address their problem. Government programs and regulations are weak and poorly enforced. The 
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1992 "National Program for Basic and Primary Education" was one of many government initiatives. Nepal's 

Ministry of Education and Sport produced a "National Plan of Action." for child development. Many things 

need to be done for kids. Perhaps the government feels that most kids migrate to India to work as domestic 

maids and that juvenile criminality is not a concern. Lethargic thinking has to be eliminated since even 

migration of children to India is a huge concern because their migration to India is mostly due to poverty or 

unemployment in Nepal concrete efforts must be taken to protect the youngsters from becoming juvenile 

delinquents. 

Juvenile Justice System in China 

The 1991 Law on Protection of Minors in China promotes juvenile morals, intelligence, and physical well-

being. The Law required the government, society, schools, and families to teach young culture, patriotism, 

discipline, and collectivism. Parents must punish children under 16, but the government may take over serious 

acts (United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific 2011). China approved the 

Law on Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency in 1994, aiming to safeguard youngsters in all aspects of life. It 

urged people, organizations, government entities, and families to foster good juvenile social environments. 

The bill mandated all government levels to fund juvenile delinquency prevention strategies. Chinese juvenile 

justice begins with law enforcement. If a police agency does not release a criminal or send a juvenile to their 

parents, a prosecutor is called. The adolescent goes to court if the prosecutor discharges or recommends 

administrative punishment. The Chinese legal system offers limited alternatives to jail. Chinese punishment 

aims to educate the offender. Officially, punishment is secondary. If a juvenile has no past crimes, the court 

should dismiss the case or order the juvenile to apologize or compensate the victim. 

 

 Chinese judges must employ the least sentence for minors since the Protection and Prevention Laws were 

passed. Judges may defer juvenile sentences under three years if they represent little danger and the home 

setting is adequate. China has 150,000 street children and increasing (UNICEF). Many street children 

originate from migratory families, while others go to cities alone to escape poverty and harsh surroundings. 

Children are going to the streets due to several circumstances, including HIV/AIDS, academic 

competitiveness, disregard of mental health, and broken households. China ratified the 1992 UN Convention 

on the Rights of the Child. The legislation on the Protection of Minors has been established to safeguard 

children's rights. The Department of Social Affairs has also studied and programmed street youngsters. With 

Ministry of Civil Affairs money, Help and Protection Centres provide emergency refuge for street children 

nationwide several smaller, specialized initiatives are also ongoing. 

Juvenile Justice System in Myanmar 
 

Myanmar has 53 million people (2003) and is increasing 0.52 percent. One in four Myanmar families live in 

poverty, according to the World Bank. The regional economic slowdown and subsequent natural calamities 

have increased street children in Myanmar. The country's lack of democracy and openness has resulted in EU 

and US trade and investment restrictions since 1997, limiting development and humanitarian aid. This has 

greatly increased street children. Myanmar joined the Convention on the Rights of the Child in 1991. In 1993, 

it passed the Child Law and established a National Committee on the Rights of the Child to implement the 

agreement. A Children's Network connects worldwide and local organizations serving disadvantaged children. 

In 2004, UNICEF trained 22 Myanmar journalists in international standard-reporting and child-focused 

reporting for two weeks. According to Save the Children UK, Myanmar's difficulties include child labor, 

parents encouraging children to work, and a lack of programs for street and working children. 

Juvenile Justice System in Thailand 
 

Street children in Thailand are those without families who survive by begging, robbery, or sex trade as 

individuals or in gangs. Thailand joined the Convention on the Rights of the Child in 1992. A five-year youth 

and development plan and “National youth Policies” have been enacted. The Bangkok Metropolitan 

Administration's "Sidewalk Teachers Project" and "Volunteer Teacher Project" serve street children directly. 

The Samutprakarn Street Girls Project specifically serves street girls, while the Royal Thai Police Street Side 

Police Teacher Project offers non-formal education and other assistance to youngsters. Even still, street 

children are a major issue in the nation. 
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Juvenile Justice System in North Korea 
 

Eastern Asia houses the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK). A 2003 estimate put its population 

at 22.4 million. The nation is in its eighth year of food and energy shortages and economic despair. 

International food assistance has saved the dictatorship from hunger since the mid-1990s. The populace still 

has malnutrition and poor living circumstances. Huge military spending diverts funds from investments and 

civilian consumption. The Democratic People‟s Republic of Korea (DPRK) signed and ratified the convention 

on the Rights of the Child and has submitted two reports, most recently in May 2002 (UNICEF). The DPRK is 

situated in Eastern Asia. The 2003 population estimate was 22.4 million. The economy is in crisis and food 

and energy shortages have continued for nine years. Since mid-1990, international food assistance has saved 

the dictatorship from hunger. However, hunger and poor living conditions persist. Military spending depletes 

investments and civilian consumption the DPRK has signed and ratified the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child, submitting two reports, most recently in May 2002. (UNICEF). 

Juvenile Justice System in Mongolia 
 

In Mongolia, 37% of the population is under 15 and 50% is under 18. The consortium of juvenile estimates 

that 1000-4000 street children existed post-1990. Mongolia had no street children before 1990. The demise of 

the Soviet Union and the move to a free market economy fueled street children. Real earnings fell, 

unemployment rose, and the wealth disparity widened. Many families moved to cities for work. 

 However, joblessness drove many to send their children to beg or sell them for trinkets. Alcoholism, family 

disintegration, and desertion have also increased street children in Mongolia. The Mongolian government and 

NGOs have made significant progress in advancing the rights of children in recent years. The 1996 Child 

Rights Law was enacted by Parliament. Four national conferences on street children were conducted between 

1994 and 2001. The national meeting included Parliament, the Ministry of Science and Education, the Juvenile 

Police Department, the Juvenile Prison, the Aimag Centers for Children, UNICEF, and rescue the children 

U.K. To improve the status of street children in Mongolia, authorities must effectively enforce the child 

protection legislation and coordinate with local and foreign NGOs and government agencies. 

Juvenile Justice System in Kyrgyzstan 
 

Kyrgyzstan is an impoverished, mountainous Central Asian nation. Its population is 4.8 million and growing 

1.46 percent (2003). The Centre for the Protection of Children estimates 1,200 street children in Bishkek 

bazaars (2001). This number includes abandoned, runaway, and street youth supporting their family. Street 

children are new to Kyrgyzstan. Kyrgyzstan had no street children until the Soviet Union collapsed. Economic 

downturn, poverty, unemployment, internal migration, and family breakdowns have led to a significant rise in 

street dwelling and street working youngsters. Street children are being helped by a variety of programs. As a 

signatory to the Convention on the Rights of the Child, Kyrgyzstan has created "New Generation," a national 

and international organization to study child welfare nationwide. UNESCO also started the 2003 “poverty 

eradication through social integration of disadvantaged youth” programme. In 2002, a meeting addressed 

homeless, uncared, and abandoned children. 2003 also saw social integration workshops for homeless, 

working, and street youngsters. The organization constructed a rehabilitation center for Sokuluk Rayon 

children and conducted sociological research on street children in 2003. Finally, 74 street children are served 

by a UNDP-supported Centre for Social Adaptation of Children. Despite these advances, the number of street-

living and street-working children in Kyrgyzstan is rising, and more has to be done to address the situation. 

Juvenile Justice System in Vietnam 
 

Youth who commit crimes in Vietnam are tried under the normal criminal court system. The Penal Code and 

Criminal Procedure Code of Vietnam, like many other nations, provide unique provisions for juvenile 

offenders. They specify the age of penal responsibility, rules for dealing juvenile offenders, judicial measures 

and punishments, and the sequence and methods of investigating, prosecuting, adjudicating, and executing 

verdicts. These laws seek to educate juvenile offenders, help them fix their errors, grow healthily, and become 

productive citizens. Under Article 12 of the Penal Code, "Persons aged 16 or older shall have to bear penal 

obligation for any crimes they commit." Persons 14 or older but under 16 must be punished for extremely 

severe crimes knowingly committed or exceptionally terrible offenses. The maximum term for grave crimes 

that harm society is 15 years in prison under Article 12 of the Penal Code. Major crimes that harm society may 

result in life sentences, 15 years in prison, or death. Article 12 of the Penal Code and Article 302(2) of the 

Criminal Procedure Code require juvenile offenders' ages to be disclosed throughout investigation, 
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prosecution, and trial.  

Birth certificates and household records may identify minor criminals. Birthplace may be used if age is 

unknown. Youth offenders learn to rectify their errors, become healthy, and help others. All competent state 

authorities investigating, prosecuting, and adjudicating teenage charges must evaluate their capacity to 

appreciate society's damage and their crimes. Those supervised and schooled by their families, agencies, or 

organizations and who commit small or substantial crimes with few extenuating circumstances may be 

exonerated. Criminal behavior, character, and crime prevention must decide adolescent offenders' penalties. If 

juvenile offenders aren't punished, courts must employ Article 70's remedies. Petty criminals aren't executed. 

The courts penalize term prisoners less than adults. Street children under 16 in Vietnam live alone or with 

family and labor. IN 1992, Vietnam adopted the Convention on the Rights of the Child. Vietnam issued a 

directive to prevent and address street children in 1988 and passed a law providing shelter, social and 

economic support, child helpline, counseling offices, a network for sharing information, shelter-addressed 

information packages, and several conferences and workshops on related topics. Street children seem unaware 

of their rights, and officials seem uninterested in enforcing them. 

Juvenile Justice System in Philippines 
 

The Philippines seems to have downplayed youth crime. This negligence has exacerbated juvenile-related 

crimes, calling into question the government's socio-political, economic, and security initiatives. Children 

under 21 are considered youngsters in the Philippines juvenile justice system unless excluded. Crime-

committing juveniles are 9-21. Crime-committing children under nine are innocent. 93% of kids hope Asia 

reports 1–13% of large urban teens are street youths. The NCR and Metro Manila have 50,000 street kids. 75 

percent of these youngsters return home to their families and can go to school after working or begging, while 

25 percent stay on the streets and drop out or never registered. At the World Conference on EFA, Philippines 

signed a 1991–2000 Plan of Action (education for all). The decade-long EFA evaluation report revealed little 

development. The 2004–2015 EFA prioritizes secondary education. The Bureau of Non-formal Education 

provides home study remedial instruction for working children and created the accreditation and equivalency 

system in 1999 to help kids over 15 get school certification. Philippines promotes mobile tent classrooms and 

remote learning. National Project on Street Children teaches street children via government, non-government, 

and community organizations. However, official and non-formal schools must accommodate unpredictable 

schedules and learning abilities and move closer to disadvantaged children's families and jobs.. 

Juvenile Justice System in Indonesia 

 

The government promises children's rights, education, and welfare but lacks cash. Lack of cash keeps many 

students out. Child labor and sexual abuse ruled 2000–2002. Ninety-two thousand 7–12-year-old females skip 

school. Girls have equal educational opportunities, but guys graduate more. The DPR approved the National 

Child Protection Act on September 23, 2002, to combat child prostitution, trafficking, and drugs. Legal 

adoption, guardianship, and custody need religious parents. City living increases youth delinquency. 

Indonesian juvenile delinquents commit crimes. Judges may sentence such criminals differently. The child's 

future may suffer. Street children in Indonesia's main cities are growing, with 42.5% out of school and 17.3% 

never attending. Their meager income (less $25) compelled the parents to let their kids work. Indonesia's 

Department of National Education, particularly the Directorate of Education for Out-of-School Youth, 

provides non-formal education programs, including an equivalency program, despite public mistrust. 

Community Learning Centres (CLCs) are another government program for certain communities not all district 

governments cooperate. 

Juvenile Justice System in Cambodia 

 

Cambodia has no juvenile justice. Most youngsters are tried in adult courts with poor lawyers. Without 

rehabilitation or education, they are held in adult prisons. Pre-trial detention for more than two months is 

common, regardless of the legislation. Children are under a system that denies them rights and needs. 97 

Cambodia's population is over 50% under 18. One of Asia's poorest countries, 34% of its people survive on 

less than $1 a day 9. (UNICEF). Child labor is common in Cambodia. UNESCO Cambodia expects 70,000 

economically engaged 5-17-year-olds. Most of these youngsters dropped out or never attended to school. Poor 

kids are street kids. Education system flaws encourage child labor and street kids due to rapid population 

growth and rural-urban migration. There are 1,050 street children in Phnom Penh and 670 with homes. The 

Consortium for Street Children identifies Cambodian issues as malnutrition, high health care costs, and limited 
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program access. 

Juvenile Justice System in Brazil 
 

The Minimum UN Juvenile Justice Rules debuted in 1985. The Beijing Rules 1985 wording was influenced by 

the UN convention. Although not legally binding, the paper outlined the juvenile justice system and was 

referenced. The magazine promotes empathy for young criminals. The UN created the CRC four years after 

Beijing Rules. In contrast to the Beijing Rules, signatories might enforce it if infractions were "in bad taste". 

Treaty obligations, norms, and processes must be fulfilled by all parties. CRC agreements are famous. The US 

and Somalia are the only non-signers. In violation of Article 37 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, 

the US first executed youngsters under 18. Only seven non-signatories murdered kids after the CRC: Congo, 

Iran, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, and the US. The manifesto was written after 22 states in the 

United States killed adolescents under the age of 18. The Roper v. Simmons105 decision of the United States 

Supreme Court prohibited the execution of adolescents under the age of 18. This decision has an influence on 

the United States' political and societal readiness to join the CRC. 

Juvenile Justice System in East Africa 
 

Tanzania calls street children “watoto wa mitaani”; Kenya calls them “chokorra”; while the DRC calls them 

“moineaux” or “sparrows”. People and governments ignore, insult, abuse, and misunderstand street children. 

Extreme poverty in Africa creates street kids. A 2002 poverty and human development study found street 

children in Tanzania. In Africa, non-governmental and religious organisations help street children owing to 

government ineptitude or delay. Tanzania aids street kids. Tanzanian state government condemns child labor 

locally and nationally. Children under 15 cannot work in Tanzania, and their social economic participation is 

limited. 

Juvenile Justice System in Netherlands 
 

Western Europe's Netherlands is tiny yet highly populated. The population is 16.2 million, including 3.6 

million under 18 years old. Children 12-17 are subject to juvenile justice. Children under 12 cannot be 

criminally liable. Juveniles in the Netherlands are anybody under 18 years old unless the law allows them to 

reach majority earlier. The majority of Dutch youngsters are excellent.  

The Heague Social and Cultural Planning Office studied the socio-economic, physical, and mental health of 0-

25-year-olds and found that most are healthy, performing well, and attending school. However, 20% of youth 

are in difficulty and need special welfare and juvenile justice services. 

 

6. International Administration of Juvenile Justice 
 

UN Juvenile Justice Standard Minimum Rules were adopted in 1985. Beijing hosted the 1985 UN session that 

produced the Beijing Rules. Research created juvenile justice frameworks. 103 Although not legally binding, 

the document has been an official reference since its creation. Book advocates empathy for adolescent 

offenders. The UN established the CRC four years after Beijing Rules. Unlike Beijing Rules, signatories may 

enforce it. Breaking these customs was "in poor taste" in countries. Signing nations must respect its rules, 

laws, and policies. A notable treaty is CRC. Only Somalia and the US have rejected his agreement. The US 

executed under-18s in violation of Article 37 of the CRC. Only Congo, Iran, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, 

Yemen, and US executed minor offenders (non-signatories or post-CRC) 22 U.S. states allowed child 

executions, requiring publicity the recent Supreme Court case Roper v. Simmons105 outlawed under-18 

executions. The ruling affects US CRC membership political and social criteria. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

UN Juvenile Justice Standard Minimum Rules were adopted in 1985. This document is called Beijing Rules 

1985 since a UN conference was conducted there. The report framed juvenile justice. 103 Since its creation, 

this document has been a reference but not legally binding. Journal advocates empathy for youthful criminals. 

The UN established the CRC four years after Beijing Rules. This differed from Beijing Rules because 

signatories could enforce it. Countries must follow treaty laws, regulations, and processes because it is "in 

poor taste" to break them. Famous treaties include CRC. The US first executed under-18s, violating Article 37 
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of the CRC, only Somalia and the US have rejected his accord. Congo, Iran, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, 

Yemen, and the US killed minor offenders after the CRC. The recent Supreme Court judgment Roper v. 

Simmons105 prohibited juvenile executions, affecting US political and societal preparation for CRC 

membership. 
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